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RAV BRAZIL PARSHAS TOLDOS תשע"ח 

IT’S THE MAN THAT MAKES THE CLOTHES NOT THE CLOTHES 

THAT MAKE THE MAN 

When Rivka wanted Yaakov to receive the berachos that Yitzchak was about to give 

Eisav, she dressed Yaakov in Eisav’s  בגדי חמודות which translates as his most desirable 

clothing. One would guess that the reason she did so was to help him in the heisting of 

the berachos intended for Aisav. The masquerade of clothing would help the disguising 

of Yaakov as Aisav and thereby pass as the benefactor of the berachos. However, the 

Chasam Sofer offers a novel reason for her actions. The Yerushalmi in Moed Katan says 

that the clothes are affected by the kedusha of the wearer. Thus the clothes of Aisav 

were clothes that were polluted with sin and therefore they created an impure energy 

force for the wearer of these clothes facilitating him to also become impure. That is why 

they were called בגדי חמודות which means clothes that were embodied with the 

prohibition of לא תחמוד you should not covet another man’s wife, his house, his 

servants and all that he possesses. Rivka realized that Yaakov who was the 

personification of the middah of Emes and Torah, would have a challenging time while 

impersonating Eisav even though she commanded him to do so. Her tactic therefore 

was to dress him in Eisav’s clothes which the חמודה of others, were part and parcel of its 

fabric. By doing so, she hoped that Yaakov during his ordeal will be influenced 

somewhat to change the emes if necessary, and not run away from the berachos which 

were really destined for him. 

We see from this that it is the man who makes the clothing, that is he gives it the 

spiritual nature of its contents that will influence the wearer for good or for evil. 

Another example of this concept in this parsha is derived from the passuk that Rivka 

took the clothes of Aisav her big son and placed them on Yaakov her small son. The 

Sifsei Kohen comments that Rivka had a prophecy that Yitzchak was about to bless Aisav 

the berachos that really belong to Yaakov. Rivka wanted to test out the validity of her 

prophecy. Aisav was taller that Yaakov as the passuk attests to here by calling Yaakov 

the small son and Aisav the big son. She put on the tall clothing on the small body of 

Yaakov and miraculously, the clothing fit Yaakov’s body. Now she knew that the 

prophecy was true and she gave Yaakov the tasty food that she prepared for him to give 

to Yizchak. 

Here again we see that it was the man who made the clothing; so that even its physical 

size was automatically determined by the wearer. 
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Chazal say that the בגדי חמודות of Aisav were originally the clothing that Hashem made 

for Adam and Chava after the eating from the Aitz Hadaas. Let us remember that Adam 

himself immediately after the chait took fig leaves and sewed them together to cover 

his and her nakedness. Why then was it necessary for Hashem to make them clothing? 

The answer was that we must leave it up to Hashem to determine the size and length of 

the clothing. If it is left up to man’s manufacturing and tampering with, it would only 

lead to sin. 

If Aisav’s clothing worn by Yaakov were those that Hashem made personally for Adam 

and Chava, we must ask ourselves how could Aisav defile such G-d made tailoring. The 

answer is that we don’t have to look farther than the body that Hashem personally 

made for Adam. Not only did He form his body but He also blew within him a high 

neshama which gave this holy body life. Yet, Adam when he ate from the Aitz Hadaas, 

he defiled his body with the infiltration of evil that blurred his vision and obstructed his 

natural leaning to choose good and the will of Hashem. Man is so empowered that he 

can even destroy the special personal hand made creation of Hashem. Surely, an Aisev 

can defile clothing that Hashem made especially for Adam.    

Aisav when he was born is described as  כאדרת שער wearing a cloak of hair. Aisav was 

born as a clothing designer. He was the forerunner of Paris, New York, London, Milan, 

Barcelona where the fashion of the year is impacted, made, admired and sold. Aisav 

went under the Aderes Brand. The goal of this brand sends its subliminal message in its 

name. For if read backwards - תרד א its world wide message is that the Aleph which 

represents Alufo Shel Olam (Hashem) should go down and out and finally disappear chas 

veshalom. Rav Shimshon Ostropoli says that there is a kelipah name  ריב that possesses 

an army of 605 soldiers the gematriah of  אדרת. This kelipah strives one to forget the 

Torah that he learned and eventually to forget Hashem altogether. Aderes is also the 

gematriah of חרש היה לבם the description of one who forgot his Torah learning 

(Shabbos 147b the episode with Rabbe Elazar Ben Arach). “His heart became deaf and 

did not hear or feel Hashem anymore”. This is the goal of the Satan in the form of 

fashion designer clothing with its 605 soldiers of kelipah. Its role is to transform the 

wearer of the up to date בגד into a person of בגידה a traitor, a traitor to one’s spouse by 

showing off parts of a body that belongs to him alone, and a traitor to Hashem. For 

wearing “indecent” dress, it spirals one “in descent” of spirituality, free fall and 

numbness. 

Fashion is from the word פישון which was the Nile River )Bereishis 2,11). In Egypt they 

worshipped the Nile for it made them self independent, especially from the rain that 

Hashem brings which we have to daven for. That is why the first plague was blood in 
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order to smite their waters which they worshipped. Fashion is the world’s avodah zarah 

to free Man from any spiritual restraints and moral conduct and self control. Just listen 

to the words that have become associated with fashion; buzz, craze, rage, all of which 

have negative connotations. Buzz also means getting high on liquor or other substances. 

The Lashon Hakodesh of this word means shame. The experiencing of a buzz causes you 

to act and talk shamefully. Craze is from the term crazy if you did not know. It refers to 

someone who acts insanely, without intelligence and responsibility. Rage is found in 

Road Rage which connotes dangerous anger, loss of control and self management of 

emotions. In short, fashion has the ability to facilitate all three associations if not 

watched carefully and controlled. 

While Mitzrayim became bankrupt as a culture and civilization, their slaves Am Yisrael, 

were freed and received the Torah three months later and still flourish until today. In 

this decadent culture of Phishon avodah zarah, Yisrael nevertheless did not change their 

clothing to wear the style, that flaunt obscenity and vulgarity. Even the clothing that 

they took from Mitzrayim during the time of redemption, they put them on their 

children not on themselves. The high revealing skirts of the Egyptian adults covered the 

knees of the Yiddishe Kinderlach. There is truth in saying that more than the Jewish 

Nation preserved tzinyus, it was the tzniyus that preserved the Jewish Nation. By Am 

Yisrael we have pride in saying that it is the Man that makes the clothes. After all we 

have over thousands of years on our side to prove it.  

GUT SHABOS 
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